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 Dominican diasporic community in Puerto Rico, a topic to which
 Rodriguez refers throughout the study but, unfortunately, does
 not develop fully in Escrituras de desencuentro en la República
 Dominicana.

 DANNY MENDEZ

 MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

 Violence without Guilt: Ethical Narratives from the Global South.

 By Hermann Herlinghaus . New York: Palgrave Macmillan , 2009 .
 258 pages.

 Hermann Herlinghaus 's Violence without Guilt offers an origi-

 nal and illuminating approach to contemporary Latin American
 cultural production in the context of global capital and its impact on

 local lived experience . The book focuses primarily on narcocorrido

 ballads by groups such as Los tigres del norte and cinematic, so-

 ciological and literary treatments of drug-related violence in 1 990s

 Colombia. The analyses are framed by a theoretical engagement
 with the notion of "bare life" and its connection to sovereignty
 and violence, a theme first introduced by Walter Benjamin and
 more recently taken up in different ways by Jacques Derrida and
 Giorgio Agamben. While much of Herlinghaus's critical focus
 is informed by Benjamin and Agamben, Violence Without Guilt
 also introduces a new dimension to the debate: whereas Derrida

 and Agamben explore the juridical ambiguities of sovereignty,
 Herlinghaus is interested in how socially-produced affects (fear,
 anxiety and guilt) illuminate what is at stake with "bare life" in

 a situation characterized by the crisis of traditional figures of
 sovereignty. He seeks to show how affect provides a vehicle for
 projects of exclusion and domination while also testifying to the
 resilience of those who resist social annihilation and struggle to
 affirm existence in the absence of any overarching goal or direc-
 tion that would justify it.
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 The book is divided into four parts. The first part establishes

 the book's theoretical framework through discussions of narcotics ,

 guilt and debt in essays by Walter Benjamin such as "Critique of
 Violence" and "Capitalism as Religion It is here that Herlinghaus
 announces his intention to extend Benjamin's allusions to " blosses

 Leben " beyond juridical debates and beyond its familiar moorings

 in European modernity, so as to shed light on the specificity of

 "unequal contemporary globalization" in the periphery (4). As
 much as Herlinghaus speaks of universals such as sovereignty,
 capital, globalization, and the modern state, the real subject of
 Violence without Guilt is singularity, which for Herlinghaus means

 both immanence (the absence of transcendence) and something
 that has been divided from itself. This internal dividedness dis-

 tinguishes singularity from particularity: whereas the particular

 acquires its identity by virtue of belonging to a whole (its differ-

 ence is its identity), the singular is that which has been deprived

 of its own essence or being, or which was never in possession of
 it to begin with. Thus its difference can only appear as something

 unintelligible: as noise, nonsense or silence.
 One of the most provocative discussions in the first part of

 the book concerns a connection between the Christian theme of

 guilt and economic debt. This etymological and ideological link,
 which Herlinghaus draws from Benjamin's essay "Capitalism as
 Religion" {Schuld in German means both guilt and debt) , illustrates

 how the book adopts a Nietzschean practice of genealogy, seek-
 ing to excavate the history of reinscriptions and repressions that
 lie hidden behind our familiar and fundamental concepts. At the

 same time, the guilt-debt connection illuminates how biopolitical
 forces- particularly the US-led "War on Drugs" and neoliberal
 reforms of the 1980s and 90s- redeploy old words and concepts
 (the resonance of "guilt" in the Catholic Hispanist tradition) in
 order to provide momentum for new forms of accumulation. Af-
 fects such as "guilt" and "fear" are the social vehicles through
 which private, state and transnational institutions (mass media,
 health services , financial agencies , police , paramilitary, etc .) secure
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 moral and political distinctions between "us" and "them," "legal"
 and "illegal," "proper" and "improper," and so on.
 The second section of the book examines the narcocorrido,

 with particular emphasis on the musical group Los tigres del
 norte and the ballad writer Jesús Mal verde. In his discussion of

 corrido lyrics, Herlinghaus draws from Auerbach's discussion of
 parataxis (the accumulation of seemingly unconnected phrases)
 and hypotaxis (a narrative ordering of ideas that implies causality)

 as well as prolepsis. Herlinghaus uses these rhetorical figures to
 show how, through structures of repetition and anticipation, and

 by combining what everyone already knows (the basic plot of the

 corrido) with a sense of foreboding (the anticipation of betrayal
 before it happens in the narrative sequence) , the narcocorrido genre

 introduces a novel way of relating to death and mortality.

 The third part of the book focuses on three Colombian texts

 dealing with drug-related violence: Victor Gaviria's documentary
 film Rodrigo D (1988); Alonso Salazar's No nacimos pa' la se-
 milla (1990), a collection of interviews with youths involved in
 drug activities in the slums of Medellin; and Fernando Vallejo's
 novel La virgen de los sicarios { 1994). This section also displays
 a significant internal tension: while Chapter 5 (on Gaviria and
 Salazar) explores the experiences of youths who suffer social
 invisibility and economic destitution while being exposed to the
 worst kinds of violence of the drug wars, Chapter 6 turns the
 tables by examining a novel dominated by the perspective of
 an intellectual who responds to social crisis in Colombia and to
 the decline of the intellectual in contemporary Latin America by

 seeking to reestablish himself- backed by the terrifying violence
 of his adolescent sicario lover- as the new master who will step
 into and fill the void opened up by the withering of the modern
 State. The chapter on Vallejo is the only part of Herlinghaus 's
 book that engages in traditional literary criticism, and it is in-
 teresting that he has chosen a novel whose voice- that of the
 narrator and protagonist Fernando- is decidedly not an "ally"
 of the critic (137).
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 By way of conclusion, part four looks at the connection be-

 tween neoliberal privatization and social conflict (urban violence
 in particular) in a handful of recent Argentine and Mexican films ,

 including Adrián Caetano's Un oso rojo (2002), Pablo Trapero's
 El bonarense (2000) and Alejandro González Iñarritu's Amores
 perros (2000). Akin to the discussion in Chapter 5, Herlinghaus
 explores how these films negotiate situations defined by the
 absence of any traditional promise of transcendence, or by the
 impossibility of finding redemption in the negative experiences
 of loss, suffering and privation. How, the book asks, can we begin
 to hear and understand a voice that affirms existence- such as

 can be heard in these works- in the absence of any telos (end or
 goal) that would guide and justify history?

 There are moments in Violence without Guilt- and the dis-

 cussion of the debt-guilt link in Chapter 1 is one of them- when

 one wishes that Herlinghaus would take his analyses even further,

 both in the interest of greater clarity and because one has the sense

 that he has only scratched the surface of an extremely rich and
 important topic for Latin American cultural critique and political

 thought. Herlinghaus develops the theme of guilt through refer-

 ence to Marx and Benjamin, giving an implicit nod to its status in

 Christian theology. However, guilt also plays an important role in

 the thought of Kant and German Idealism (Hegel and Schelling in

 particular), and it would be interesting to see how- or whether-
 Marx's and Benjamin's reflections on debt and guilt, which take
 place in the context of primitive accumulation and consumption,
 could be read productively alongside Kant's discussion of guilt
 as the negative sign of moral freedom or Schelling's speculations
 on guilt as revealing the reverse side of hybris for Greek tragedy,

 such that Oedipus 's assumption of guilt- in a situation where no
 reasonable judge could find him "guilty"- becomes legible as a
 sign of human freedom. Guilt would also seem to be a potentially
 productive topos for exploration in the Latin American literary
 tradition, from Echeverría's "El matadero" to 20th century writers

 such as Rulfo, Paz, Garro, Carpentier, Bombai, Borges and García
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 Márquez. To what extent do these writers participate in a biopoli-

 tics of confession and self-care (seeking guilt within), as well as
 an "othering"- or a projection of guilt onto- the other? To what

 extent does "guilt" provide a name- and perhaps a justification-
 for the violence of separation and accumulation? To what extent

 does it name those elements of the old (colonial or non-Hispanic)
 order that cannot or will not readily incorporate themselves into

 the new (capitalist) order? Of course Herlinghaus's book should
 not be taken to task for having failed to exhaust a topic so broad

 and complex as "violence and guilt." On the contrary, Violence
 without Guilt should be applauded for having helped to revitalize
 dialogue between literary criticism, cultural studies and critical
 theory in such a thoughtful and thought-provoking manner.

 PATRICK DOVE

 INDIANA UNIVERSITY

 Home is Where the (He)art Is: The Family Romance in Late
 Twentieth-Century Mexican and Argentine Theater. By Sharon
 Magnarelli. Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 2008. 293 pp.

 In Home is Where the (He)art Is Sharon Magnarelli traces
 diverse late twentieth-century plays from Argentina and Mexico

 that deal with an array of family portrayals . Her foundational focus

 on the family is, for the most part, the mother-daughter and the

 mother-son relationships that have been reinforced through liter-

 ary culture from Greek myth (specifically Oedipus and Electra)
 to Freudian psychoanalysis, underscoring how society has been
 ruled and dominated by the masculine gaze. Magnarelli presents
 a new and refreshing interpretation of gendered roles, focusing on
 how the hierarchies and functions of these roles within the fam-

 ily structure subvert phallic, paternal or masculine domination to

 produce what she calls the "resistance to the phallocentric" (40).
 The author employs Marianne Hirsch's adaptation of Freud's
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